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It is shown that if Xl' ... , X n , n > I are points in IRd and II X; - x)1 :?: f, whenever
i oF j then the matrix A = (aij) = (1Ix; - x)l) has an inverse whose norm (as an
operator on l~) satisfies

for some absolute constant c. The implication for radial basis function interpolation
is discussed together with an observation on the norm of the interpolation
operator. © 1992 Academic Press, Inc.

INTRODUCTION

In [S], Schoenberg proved the striking result that if XI' •.. , X n are distinct
points in a Hilbert space then the matrix A = (1lxi - Xjll )7.j~ I is invertible.
As a consequence, given data UI, ... , Un E [R at distinct points XI' ... , X n E [Rd

it is possible to find a function j: [Rd --+ IR of the form

n

j(X) = L iXjllx-xjll
J~I

interpolating the data: i.e., satisfying

1~ i ~ n.

Such an interpolation method behaves naturally with respect to trans
lations, rotations, and dilations of the space [Rd. This interpolation method,
and a modification of it which is discussed in Section 2, is a generalisation
of piecewise linear interpolation on the line. On the basis of Schoenberg's
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method, quite a lot of recent interest has centered on interpolation by
functions of the form

n

f(x) = LlY.i g( Ilx - xiii),
1

where g is some prespecified function: [0, CI)) --> R These interpolation
methods and their generalisations are referred to as radial basis inter
polation. The papers [B], [1], [M], [B-P] and the surveys [D] and [P]
provide references to this recent work and comparisons of the advantages
of various interpolation schemes.

For the purpose of implementing such interpolation methods it is impor
tant that the matrix A should be well-conditioned, in particular that its
eigenvalues should be well bounded away from O. The purpose of this
paper is to show that the eigenvalues of A are not too small if the points
Xl' ... , X n are well-separated. Theorem 1 provides a bound independent
of n, the number of points, for well-separated sets in [Rd, for each fixed
dimension d.

THEOREM 1. There is a constant c >°so that if x I' ... , X n (n > 1) are
points in [Rd with minimum separation £ (Le., Ilxi - xiii ~ £ if i =/= j) then the
eigenvalues of the matrix (1Ix; - x/II L. i have absolute value no smaller than

a

Jd'
Section 1 of this paper contains the proof of Theorem 1 and some

remarks on the conditioning numbers of the distance matrices involved.
Section 2 contains a brief discussion of the interpolation methods related to
Schoenberg's and an observation concerning the norm of the interpolation
operator in one case.

Theorem 1 was proved in answer to a question of 1. Ward: he and
F. Narcowich have extended the method described below to estimate
matrix norms arising from other radial basis functions [N-W].

THE INVERTIBILITY ESTIMATE

The proof of Theorem 1 uses an extension of Schoenberg's argument
involving integral representations of the norm in Euclidean spaces. A func
tion F: [0, CI)) --> [R will be said to be of negative type on [Rd if for any
sequence of points x I' ..., X n E [Rd and scalar sequence (,.1.;)7 with L Ai = 0,

L A;A.i .F( Ilxi - XiII) ~ 0.
i,j
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(This definition is not quite in agreement with the usual one involving
F(llxi-XjI12) but is more convenient here. In the language in [D], the
functions of negative type are called conditionally negative of order 1.) The
main part of Schoenberg's proof consists in finding an integral representa
tion of the norm on [Rd showing that the function F: r H r is of negative
type on [Rd (for all d). The proof of Theorem 1 depends upon the construc
tion of a function F with the following properties:

(a) F is of negative type on [Rd

(b) F(r) = r if r;:, e (l )

(c) F(O)=8>O.

If such a function F exists, then, given an e-separated set Xl' ... , X n E [Rd and
a scalar sequence (A i )7 with L }oi=O,

n

8 L A7 + L A;Aj Ilxi - xjll
1 i.j

=8L A7+ L A;AjIIXi-Xjll
1 i#j

n

=F(O)L A7+ L AiAjF(llxi-Xjll)
I i#j

= LA;AjF( Ilxi - x)I):( 0
i,}

so that Li,jA;AjIIXi-x)l:( -8L.iA7.
This shows that as a quadratic form on the hyperplane

{(AJ7: LAi=O} the matrix (1Ixi-x)l) has all eigenvalues at most -8. The
proof is then completed with the following immediate consequence of the
Courant-Fisher Theorem. (The lemma is trivial to check directly.)

LEMMA 2. Suppose A = (aij) is a symmetric n x n matrix, n> 1, with
non-negative entries for which

L AiAjaij~ -8 L A7
i,j j

whenever L Ai = 0

(for some 8> 0). Then all eigenvalues of (aij) have absolute value at least 8.

The functions of negative type on [Rd where characterized by Schoenberg
and von Neumann [N-S]. For d= 1, 2, ... let Qd: [0, 00) -+ R be the function
defined by
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where (J d _ 1 is the rotation invariant probability on the unit sphere
Sd-l c ~d. Thus, if gd: ~ ~ ~ is the function given by

if Ixi ~ 1
if Ixl > 1,

where ad is chosen so that JIR gd = 1 then

for t ~ 0.

Note that DAO) = 1 for each d.

THEOREM N-S. The function F: [0, 00) ~ ~ is of negative type on ~d if
and only if there is a (positive) measure p on [0, 00) such that

F(r) = F(O) + LCD (l- DArt)) dp(t)

for every r E [0, 00 ).

Only the easy (if) part of this theorem will actually be needed here. Since
no attempt has been made to determine the best possible estimates holding
in Theorem 1, only the case of odd dimension d will be dealt with directly.
Since any sequence of points in ~d- 1 can be embedded in ~d, an estimate
of the same order in d follows automatically for even dimensions. For dan
odd integer, let Yd denote the distance in C[ -1, 1] of the absolute value
function from the space of polynomials of degree d - 1. Then Y1 = !, Y3 = k
and according to Bernstein Yd '" 0.282.../d as d~ 00. The precise result
proved below is the following

THEOREM I'. Let (xJ7 be points in ~d with d odd,for which Ilxi-xjll >e
if i # j. Then all eigenvalues of the matrix (1lxi - xjll) have size at least

2d - t ( d-l )-1 0.35...
e . (d _ 1)/2 .Yd '" e fl'

Proof Assume without loss of generality that e = 1. By the remarks
preceding Lemma 2 it is enough to find a function F with the properties
(la, b, c) with

()_ d-I ( d-1 )-1
-2 (d-1)/2 Yd'

By the Hahn-Banach separation theorem there is an (even) signed measure
v on [ -1, 1] satisfying
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(i) s~ 1 p(x) dv(x) = 0 if p is a polynomial of degree d - 1,

(ii) II vII = 1 (where II vII is the total variation of v), and

(iii) S~I Ixl dV(X)=Yd'

Define f: !R ..... !R by the convolution

f(y)= fl Iy-xl dv(x).

Condition (i) implies that

(i)' f(y)=O if Iyl ~ 1 and

(i)" S~ 1 p( y) f( y) dy = 0 if p is a polynomial of degree d - 3.

By condition (ii), if t E !R,

t
2

11(t)1 =2Iv(t)1 =21(1 cos xt dV(X)!

~ 211vll = 2
and so

(ii)' 11(t)I/2 ~ 1/t2 for t > O.

Finally, (iii) implies that

(iii)' (l/2n)j ~ 1(t) dt = f(O) = Yd'

Now, it is easily checked that for r~ 0,

2d
( d - 1 ) - 1 00 dt

r=--; (d-l)/2 fa (l-Q A rt))p'

Define a modification of the function r H r by

-2d- 1( d-l )-1
F(r)- (d-l)/2 Yd

2
d

( d-l )-I foo (1 l(t))+--; (d-l)/2 0 (l-QArt)) 12-2 dt

(2)

for r ~ O.
By (ii)' and the theorem of Schoenberg and von Neumann, F is of

negative type on !R d
, so the first of the three properties (la) holds. Since

Qd(O)= 1,

(
d-l )-1

F(0)=2
d

-
1

(d-l)/2 Yd
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so the third property (lc) holds with

(
d-l )-1

8=2
d

-
1

(d-l)/2 Yd

as required.
Now, by identity (2), and (iii)',

C foo=r+- Qd(rt)J(t)dt
n 0

79

(with the appropriate c) where the convergence of the separate J integrals
is a consequence of the facts that IJ(t)1 :::::; t -2 for t > 0 andJis bounded. So,
to prove property (I b) for F and complete the theorem, it suffices to show
that

1 fcc- QArt) J(t) dt = 0
n 0

if r ~ 1.

But since Q d = gd' Parseval's theorem implies that the integral is

1f (X) 1 fr ( X2)(d-3l/2- gd - j(x)dx=- 1-2 j(x)dx.
r IR r r -r r

Now if r ~ 1, then this expression is just

1 fl ( X
2
)(d-3)/2

- 1- 2 j(x)dx
r _I r

since j is supported on [-1, 1]; condition (i)'. Finally, since
(l_x 2/r 2 )(d-3l/2 is a polynomial in x of degree d-3, condition (i)" shows
that the integral is zero. I

For d= 1, the estimate e/2 of Theorem l' is best possible. For d= 3 the
estimate e/4 is not best possible and it seems highly unlikely that the
estimate is exact for any d> 3. It would be an interesting geometric
problem to determine the best possible estimates, at least for d = 2 and 3,
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but even the determination of the best estimates possible with the method
used here seems to involve delicate number theoretic considerations.

Using Theorem 1 it is easy to obtain an estimate on the condition
number IIA-111'IIAII of a matrix A = (lIx,-x/ll) defined by an e-separated
set [XI, ..., x n ] c [Rd of diameter at most D. For at most about (Dle)d
points can be found in [Rd satisfying the conditions, so n;:S (Dle)d and since
each entry in A is at most D, IIAII ~nD;:SDd+lled. By Theorem 1,
IIA-1111IAII;:S(Dle)d+1 (where the sign ;:S indicates inequality up to a
constant depending upon d).

2. SOME REMARKS ON THE INTERPOLAnON PROCEDURE

As stated in the introduction, Schoenberg's theorem shows that given
distinct points in [Rd, X I' ... , X n , arbitrary data U 1 , ... , Un at the points can be
interpolated by a function of the form

n

j(x) = L (Xj Ilx - x)l·
1

But a function of this form is bounded on [Rd if and only if 'L7 (x, = O.
Therefore several authors have considered instead, functions of the form

n

j(x)=b+ L(Xjllx-x)l,
1

(3)

where b is some constant and 'L7 (Xj = O. (This was pointed out to me by
M. 1. D. Powell.) It is clear from the proof of Theorem 1 (or Schoenberg's
original proof) that functions of the form (3) can be used to interpolate
arbitrary data. For if (AJ7 is chosen so that 'Lj Aj Ilx, - Xjll = 1 for all i, then
'L7 A, # 0 since otherwise

0= L A,= L A,Ajllx,-xjll <0.
i, j

Hence if (f3J7 are chosen so that

L f3j Ilx, - xJil = U,
j

for all i

and b is such that 'Lf3,-b'LA,=O, the numbers (X,=f3,-bA, satisfy

L(X,=O

and

for each i.
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It was shown by Buhmann and Powell [B-P] that interpolation by
functions (3) for points in a regular grid is highly localised even if the
dimension d is larger than I (piecewise linear interpolation on the lime
being completely local). It is natural to ask how large can be the norm of
the interpolation operator T: 1"00 --+ Lco(lRd

) which takes a sequence (uJ7 to
its interpolant f, of the form (3), If d= 1 then the norm is 1. For d> 1,
however, the norm depends heavily on the number of points n, and/or their
distribution.

PROPOSITION 3. For each I; E (0, 1), n E N, there is an I;-separated set of 2n
points in 1R 2

, with diameter at most n, for which the norm of the interpolation
operator T, described above, is at least

n

1 +I; log n

Proof Let (xJ7 and (yJ7 be given

X i =(-~,i)EIR2,
Yi=G,i)EIR

2
, l:(i:(n.

Define f: 1R 2 --+ IR by
n II

f(x) =L Ilx - Yjll - L Ilx - x)l,
1 I

Then f is a function of the form (3) interpolating (f(x l ), .. ,,f(x,,),
f(yd, ...,f(y,,)). Now for 1 :(i:(n,

"
f(xJ= L (1Ix i - Yjll-Ilxi-xill)

j=)

"= L ((1;2+ (i_j)2)li2_li_jl)
j=1

i-I

= L ((1;2+ (i_j)2)1/2_(i_j))
j=1

"+e+ L ((e 2+(j_i)2)1/2_(j_i))
i+1

;- 1 e2 "1;2

:( L 2(' _ ') + e+ I 2( ,_ ')
i~ 1 I ] i+ 1 ] I

:( e+ e2 10g n
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and since f(xJ ~ 0, If(x;)I:;:; a+ a2 log n. By symmetry, the same estimate
holds for If( Y;)I, 1:;:; i:;:; n.

On the other hand, it is easily checked that if x = ( - R, 0) then as
R -+ 00, f(x) -+ 11L:7 Yj - L:7 xjll = na. Hence the interpolation operator T
has norm at least

na n
a+ a2 log n - 1+ a log n' I

Simple experiments suggest that for an a-separated set of diameter D,
consisting of n points in IR d

, the norm of the interpolation operator can be
estimated by a multiple of n or a multiple of (D/a)d-l. Since a uniform
collection of such points will have n ~ (D/a)d, the latter estimate might be
preferable.
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